Want to know what has been said when voices are inaudible?
Ever considered how much information is read through body language and micro-expressions?

Our lip reading services are led by expert lipreaders with years of proven experience.
UK and International Services offered in English.

Live Translation:
- Coverage of an important event when you need to know what has been said even when sound quality may be poor or the spoken word is deliberately lowered; The Royal Wedding for example.
- A person who is unwell possibly following an operation, with no voice.

Video Translation:
- Get ahead in business by having your competitors comments revealed. Want to know who is saying what about you and your company?
- A panel at a conference for example who talk off mike.
- A wedding video where the microphone wasn't switched on.

CCTV Translation:
- Of any investigation or surveillance. If the face is clearly visible we can tell you what was said even when there is little or no sound.
- Hidden cameras for example when background noise makes it impossible to hear what has been said.

Areas covered:
- Intelligence  |  Surveillance  |  Investigations  |  Security  |  Government  |  Weddings  |  Logistics  
- Covert operations  |  Medical  |  Court and legal services

Email: info@lipspeaker.co.uk  Telephone: 02392 988845  SMS or Call: 07736 941789